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 The glitch was that I couldn't use my cloak on my character until I left the Undercity of Taris. By far the biggest change in 1.0.1.1. has to do with the Legion's Mythic Strike. You are no longer able to move your character away from the warring group, but if you move towards them, the move will only count as an auto attack. Note that while you cannot move away from the warring group, you can
move toward it. I have encountered a few instances of the Legion's Mythic Strike to leave itself unkillable while the warring group was in a position to actually engage it. In this case, it is a good idea to move away from the warring group until the Legion has been killed. The prevalence of the random reinforcement lock has been greatly reduced. If you try and jump into a game with a particular person,
you will now be prompted for them by name. If you enter their name into the prompt, it will attempt to locate their copy of the game. If it cannot, you will be joined to a game by someone else and you will not be able to jump into the game. I found it exceedingly difficult to play with a warring group on a map where the support map was in my team's base. A new support map was added in 1.0.1.1. that
will automatically place an Arathi Basin map in your team's base. This will allow you to war together without the support map being forced to be in the enemy base. I had encountered a bug where if a warring group was on the same team as the team I was trying to jump into, it would appear as if I were trying to join a game that was already started. You will now only be prompted for a warring group

on the same team as the one you are trying to join. Much of what the last patch brought to the game was an attempt to make every class viable. This patch is no different. Unfortunately, the warring group does not make every class viable. It only makes one class viable. If you attempt to war with a warring group that has no classes that can kill you quickly, you will only be able to play their warring
group. Note that this is only the case if you are in the opposing team, and you are using the Black Arrow, Night Elf or Skirmish Rifle. It has been brought to my attention that I 82157476af
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